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Can a Symphony Change? 
Establishing Methodology for the Historical Study of Performance Styles 
While ethnomusicologists and music critics routinely study what is different between various performances ofthe 
same musical work, musicologists have mostly limited themselves to what remains the same (namely the 
score ). While it is easier to study what is both fixed and tangible, it is possible both to describe and to keep 
track ofsome ofthe differences between performances which share the same score. We can begin by examining 
the aspects of performance which are most quantifiable, namely tempo, tempo modulation, duration and the qual-
ity I call flexibility. That is not to say that one can or should only study the perforrnance differences which one 
can quantify. My aim here is merely to demonstrate that the differences between perforrnances in even the highly 
notated Western art tradition can be studied with meaningful and reproducible results . 
Tempo and tempo modulation have also long been at the center ofthe debate about what constitutes «good» 
or «correct» performance. In fact, the theoretical debate about the role of the perforrner and the practical debate 
about tempo have a long and parallel history. Specifically, there is a historical connection between the theory of 
fidelity and the practice of strict tempo. Conductors from Mendelssohn to Toscanini and Norrington have argued 
that fast and steady tempos «Jet the music speak for itself» without «interference» from the performer, while 
Wagner, Furtwängler, and Walter all argued that the conductor «breathed Iife» into a musical work principally 
through the practice of slightly modulating the tempo. Tempo and tempo modulation remain central issues to-
day as this battle continues over whether the performer should be a creative partner with the composer or merely 
a re-creative executant. 1 
While working as a music critic, I often compared a new recording of a work to the already existing library of 
recorded performances. There are at least two problems with this sort of work. First is the difficulty in the 
description of the differences; even the best description of a perforrnance remains vague. Second is the problem of 
memory. We can only listen to one recording at a time, and it is often difficult to remember the details of a 
performance we heard last month or last year. While there is much that a computer cannot do, one thing it can 
do very weil is to remember a Jot of data especially this kind of numerical data. Using a program called D-mix 
(which was developed at Stanford by Daniel Oppenheim) I tapped along with the perforrnances and the computer 
recorded the time between each beat and then converted those numbers into tempo measurements. I created a 
tempo record for hundred of perforrnances and then exported these numbers to a graphics program (DeltaGraph 
Professional 2.03b) which allowed me to visually plot the tempo for every beat. I call these «Tempo Maps» and 
they allow us to dook> at several performances at once.2 Tempo is graphed by measure and each line represents a 
single performance. Tue scale on each map is the same so that comparisons between figures are valid. Figure I 
uses only the average tempo per bar for every beat' (see Figure la, lb & lc - Mozart: Tempo Maps). 
Mozart: Symphony No. 40, First Movement, Exposition 
While one might suspect that Furtwängler would find a way to introduce tempo variation into a Mozart exposi-
tion, even Toscanini's performances (figure Ja) display a characteristic tempo shape. The shapes for different 
performances by the same conductor are also remarkably similar despite the decades between perforrnances and 
the different orchestras involved.4 lt is hardly a great leap to suppose that the similarities are due to the presence 
ofthe same conductor, i.e., that we can find a tangible and fixed component of interpretive style to study in these 
tempo maps. 
Fora more detailed account ofthis relationship between theory and practice see: Jose A. Bowen, «Mendelssohn, Berlioz and Wagner 
as Conductors: The Origins of<Fidelity to the Composeo», in: Performance Practice Review, 6/ 1 (Spring 1993), pp. 77-88 and Jose A. 
Bowen, The Conductor and the Score: A History of the Relationship Between Interpreter and Text in the Generation of Mendelssohn, 
Berlioz and Wagner, Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1994. 
2 A more complete analysis of the computer technology can be found in Jose A. Bowen, «A Computer-Aided Study of Conducting», in: 
Compuling m Musicology, vol. 9, ed. Eleanor Selfridge-Field and Walter Hewlett (1994). 
3 Some ofthe variation in each line is caused by human error and the limitations of human perception; the computer measures the time 
between events to many more decimal places than the human ear can detect. (Duration measurements were converted to tempo 
measurements and then rounded to one decimal place. Control tests of the same performance were accurate to within + or - 3 beats 
per minute. In other words, a tempo measurement of 96 represents a tempo somewhere between 93 and 99.) Still, there is a noticeable 
difference in the angularity of each performance. 
4 For the list ofrecordings used in Figures see below (Appendix). Many more recordings were used in this study. Discographies of all of 
these works are forthcoming in the journal Music in Performance (Oxford University Press). 
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Figure Ia, Ib & Ic: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Sinfonie No. 40, First Movement; Tempo Maps of Average Tempo per Bar 
161 
We can observe that Toscanini's performance is not nearly as steady as his supporters wouJd have us believe. 
Toscanini's «revisionist interpretation»' is hardly that. lt is as füll of tempo variations as any of his day and 
hardly contains the rigorous consistency oftempo which was hailed as the hallmark of modern conducting. lt is 
rather Karajan's three performances (figure lc) which display the «flatness» of modern conducting. In contrast, 
the map ofthe Walter recordings (figure lb) does display some of the traits which are often attributed to him: 
slow tempos, very slow lyrical themes and mostly the gradual and gentle play of tempo to indicate phrasing. 
Walter's performances are smoother and more graceful than either Toscanini's or Karajan's. 
We can also see that for Toscanini and Walter the piece appears tobe divided into interpretive sections with 
different tempos . While they may have been from different carnps in the rhetoric of interpretation, Walter the 
romantic and Toscanini the literalist, both preserve the tradition of a slower tempo for the second theme. lroni-
cally, there is evidence that this is a very authentic performance practice. Türk, Czemy and Hummel all specify 
that a performer could and should hold back the tempo at the more lyrical moments, such as second subjects. 
All, of course, stressed that these changes oftempo should be «imperceptible».6 
Mortimer H. Frank, Liner notes to RCA reissue of Mozart: Symphony No. 40, Arturo Toscanini and lhe NBC Symphony Orchestra, 
Rec. I 950 (RCA, 60271-2-RG). 
6 Daniel Gottlob Türk, Klavierschule, oder Anweisung Zllm Klavierspielenfor Lehrer und lernende, Leipzig and Halle 1789, p. 372; Carl 
Czerny, Ober den richtigen Vortrag der sämtlichen Beethoven 'sehen Klavierwerke, Chapters 2 and 3 of «Die Kunst des Vortrags», 
Facsimile, edited by Paul Badura-Skoda, Vienna, I 963, p. 87; Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ausfohrliche theoretisch-practische 
Amveisung zum Piano-Forle-Spiel vom ersten Elementar-Unterrichte an bis zur vollkommensten Ausbildung, Vienna 1828, p. 417-418 . 
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Figure ld, le & 1 f: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Sinfonie No. 40, First Movement; Tempo Maps of Average Tempo per Bar 
Figure ld shows perfonnances by Strauss and Furtwängler, who though again from opposing rhetorical camps, 
both display the sectional variation characteristic of this period. There also seems to be some truth to the 
generalization that while Toscanini was always rushing to a climax, Furtwängler often lingered over a phrase 
here and there (see arrows). Despite Strauss's claims to objectivity, his perfo11J1ance contains a huge tempo 
increase to create a climax at measure 65. 
lt comes as no surprise that the perfonnances from the early music conductors, are fast and relatively flat. 
This flatness , however, seems inherited from Karajan rather than Toscanini. Most of the recordings by post-
Karajan conductors, are, in fact, relatively flat (figure I f) and these three are mavericks of a sort. Michael Gielen 
tries to resist the urge to slow at the second theme but eventually gives in a little, while Bernstein and Giulini 
slow down the first entry ofthe second theme and then return to tempo. 
Despite the supposed ideological differences between Furtwängler, Toscanini and Strauss, however, all of the 
perfonnances from the first half of the century share in a perfonnance tradition which shapes the movement with a 
slower tempo for the second theme and a faster tempo for the transition and the closing sections. Toscanini and 
Strauss both loudly denounced these tempo changes as part of a Wagnerian tradition of over-interpretation and 
indeed il was Wagner's idea that the tempo should change when the character of the music changes. While 
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Figure 2a, 2b & 2c: Ludwig van Beethoven, Sinfonie No. 5, First Movement; Tempo Maps ofTempo per Beat 
Wagner also stressed that these changes sbould be «imperceptible», (unmerklich)1 the English music crit,c 
Henry Smart wrote that Wagner usually took the second subject a füll third slower than the tempo of the m:;in 
allegro.8 Thal is significantly more than any of these conductors. 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5, First Movement, Exposition 
The pattem for Beethoven's most popular symphony is even more dramatic (see figure 2a, 2b, 2c -Beethoven: 
Tempo Maps). While the I 913 Arthur Nikisch recording is often held up as an example of extreme tempo 
modulation, we can see that all of these earlier recordings (figure 2a) give the piece a dramatic slope. lt is the 
mi ld mannered Strauss who gets the fastest. The recordings from the middle of the century (figure 2b) and later 
(figure 2c) use a wider range of initial tempos but get progressively flatter. The most recent recordings start faster 
and stay faster. 
Despite this general trend, there is no necessary correlation between dramatic sectional shifts and the steadi-
ness oftempo within a given section; there appear tobe two different kinds offlexibility. One is the width or the 
7 Richard Wagner, Über das Dirigieren, Leipzig 1869) or Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Julius Kapp, Leipzig 1914 Yol. IX, p. 181. Just like 
Czerny, Wagner prescribes it only for select locations. 
8 Henry Smart, «Review», Sunday Times (London), June 17, 1855. 
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Figure Ja, Jb , Je, Jd & Je: Ludwig van Beethoven, Sinfonie No. 5, First Movement; Tempo, Duration and Flexibility Graph 
flatness within a section that I call the small-scale tlexibility. The second is the gross difference between sections 
or the large-scale flexibility. Tue two, however, are often unrelated. 
Plotting duration (in minutes) against date (figure 3a) we see that this piece is gradually getting shorter. 
While notions that the repertoire as a whole is speeding up or slowing down have been circulating for some time 
there are no overall trends: some pieces are getting faster, others are getting slower and most show a consistent 
range. lt is more important to know where each piece is changing. Graphing the average tempo for each section 
against the year of the perforrnance gives three new graphs (figures 3b, 3c & 3d) which demonstrate that it is 
primarily in the second theme that this piece is losing time. 
We can examine the flexibility of a performance by comparing tempo to duration directly. (figure 3e). In 
addition to sectional tempo cbanges, tlexibility is a measure of the amount of compression or relaxation in a 
performance. The metronome line indicates what the duration would be if the band stuck strictly to the tempo, 
like a marching band; even the most stiffperforrnance is more flexible than that. Tue average flexibi lity line is a 
simple linear regression; the earlier perfom1ances are clustered around the outside ofthis graph, wbile the modern 
conductors all tend toward tbe average. The exceptions are tbe early music conductors who are the most 
metronomic ofall. 
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Figure 4a, 4b & 4c: Johannes Brahms, Sinfonie No. l , First Movement; Tempo Maps ofTempo per Bar 
Brahms: Symphony No. 1, First Movement, Exposition 
165 
Despite all ofthe changes oftempo evident from these figures, the score for these measures contains only a single 
perfonnance direction: allegro (see figure 4a, 4b & 4c and figure 4e, 4f & 4e - Brahms: Tempo Maps). 
Nevertheless, perfonnances by the same conductor, even when separated by many years and different orchestras, 
show a unifonnity ofconception (figure 4a). The earl iest recordings (figure 4b) continue to show a much greater 
diversity ofapproach than do the most recent (figure 4c). Even when the earlier conductors can be divided into 
«schools», the differences between conductors with similar conceptions remain greater than perfonnances from 
disparate schools today. 
We would expect that Toscanini and Furtwängler approached Brahms somewhat differently (figure 4d). 
During the transition Toscanini's drives while Furtwängler lingers. lf we group perforrnances by ideology 
(figures 4e & 4f) we see that in both groups similar ideas do lead to similar sounding perfonnances. Still , even 
within schools there is more variance than between most conductors today (figure 4c). Whether the reason is 
mass-produced recordings, international travel or a changing aesthetic, everybody sounds like everybody eise 
today. By the same token it is unfair to say that the earlier conductors simply use more tempo modulation than 
conductors today. They all use it, but each uses it differently. 
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Figurc 4d, 4c & 4f: Johannes Brahms, Symphony No. 1, First Movement; Tempo Maps ofTempo per Bar 
This work is made up of a number of related motives and at measure 121 when we arrive at the relative major 
and expect a second theme, Brahms simply transposes the arpeggio-like motive he has been using all along. 
Regardless, virtually everyone slows down to create the impression of a second theme. Where they slow down, 
and how much, however, vary a great deal.9 
9 A futurc study w,11 cxarnine how the pcrformance tradition has crcated (and then altcrcd) fixed boundaries between sections which 
Brahms left deliberately vague. The traditional a tempo which occurs in measure 157 (figure 4d) for exarnple, is moved over to 
measure 159 by Fumvängler and Klemperer (figure 6d black arrow). 
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Figurc Sa & Sb: Pjotr Chaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, First Movement; Tempo Maps of Tempo per Bar 
Chaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, First Movement, Exposition 
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In contrast to Brahms, Chaikovsky clearly marks the formal divisions of the first movement of his sixth sym-
phony (see figure Sa & Sb - Chaikovsky Tempo Maps). The solid line represents Chaikovsky's tempo 
directions and the metronome markings of the first edition. The «imperceptible» slowing of the second theme 
has not only become quite perceptible, but codified in the score: Chaikovsky marks the second theme of his 
sixth symphony Andante. 10 lt is an example of how performance and composition are intertwined; it was the 
same idea that a lyrical or feminine second theme should contrast with the main masculine theme that led both 
Chaikovsky to compose a slower theme and contemporary conductors to slow down Mozart's second themes. 
The greater variety of the early recordings (figure Sa) whea compared to the later ones (figure Sb) is again 
easily apparent, especially the variety of approaches to the section after the second subject which Chaikovsky 
marks Moderato mosso. Mitropoulos and Toscanini give it a single arch, Furtwängler builds straight through, 
Mengelberg groups it into three phrases aad Koussevitsky leaves it slow and flat. 
10 This exposition has an unusual form in that the second subject, (Andante) occurs twicc scparated by material (Moderato mosso) which 
does not return. 
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Figure 6a & 6b. Pjotr Chaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, First Movement; Tempo Maps ofTempo per Beat 
Tempo maps that plot the tempo for each beat, rather than simply the average tempo per bar, provide more 
detail (see figure 6a & 6b, 6c & 6d and 6e & 6f - Chaikovsky: Complete Tempo Maps). So much detail that 
only one performance can be shown at a time." The perfonnances seen in figure 6a and 6b are each typical of 
their nationality and ofthe modern era; both favor extreme tempo variation between sections and little variation 
within sections. Both avoid Chaikovsky's own directions to increase the speed during the allegro. Despite 
reputation, the Russian perfonnance is mostly flat and uninflected. Muti's second rendering ofthe second subject 
follows the common pattem of being noticeably more impassioned than the first. Svetlanov is unusual in that 
his second rendering ofthe second subject is almost flat, ignoring Chaikovsky's own directions to accelerate and 
ritard. 
Mengelberg's performance (figure 6c) displays both large-scale sectional change and small-scale beat-to-beat 
variation. Mengelberg's most characteristic flexibility , however, is the gradual sloping up and down of each 
phrase. In the Moderato mosso section, for example, he shapes each 8 bar phrase with an increase and then a de-
crease oftempo. 
Many ofthe specific interpretive traditions that are typical of all conductors of Mengelberg's generation are 
also apparent here. First, there is a tendency to not settle into the allegro until after the climax at measure 3 8, 
11 Unfortunately the range of error in the measurements is also more obvious in these diagrams. 
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which is accompanied by an acceleration and deceleration. Mengelberg also follows (or sets) the tradition of not 
including Chaikovsky's f ermata in measure 88 and all of the rests in measure 89 before the beginning of the 
second subject. 
Karajan ' s Chaikovsky, it tums out, is less modern than his Mozart and Beethoven. While this performance 
is flatter than Mengelberg' s, it preserves some of the inflections of the older performances. Although slight, we 
see some tempo change at the clirnaxes in measure 38 andin measure 73 (where Chaikovsky specifically calls for 
an accelerando). While I maintain that Karajan and not Toscanini deserves the credit for most of the modern 
conducting style, this performance deserves credit for its greater flexibility . The changes between sections are 
also less steep and his second subject displays more of Chaikovsky 's impassioned directions than either Muti or 
Svetlanov. 
Neither Toscanini nor Furtwängler use the «loopy» phrasing of Mengelberg or Koussevitsky. Although 
more pronounced in Furtwängler' s performance, both conductors begin the movement a little slowly and mark 
the climax in measure 38 with tempo changes. For both, the allegro seems to begin in earnest in measure 42 
where Chaikovsky has marked the violins saltando. Both of the performances also ignore the f ermata in 
measure 88, just before the second subject. While both recordings include a slight increase in tempo to the 
clirnax in measure 38 and then a ritard, however, the Toscanini recording is relatively flat through the allegro. 
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Figurc 6e & 6f: Pjotr Chaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, First Movement; Tempo Maps ofTempo per Beat 
Furtwängler' s tempo is barely slower for most ofthe allegro but it is Furtwängler and not Toscanini who obeys 
Chaikovsky's repeated instructions to increase the speed and build the climax. Furtwängler does, however, 
begin the rilardando mo/to a bit early (where it seems like it should go) while Toscanini waits until it has been 
prescribed in the score. 
The differences in the moderato mosso section are even more pronounced. Unlike Mengelberg who adds a 
huge increase and then decrease of tempo to each 8 measure phrase, Furtwängler shapes the entire section into 
one !arge phrase. Toscanini just holds it steady, until measure 121 when he begins a huge ritard long 
(6 measures) before it is called for in the score. Furtwängler, at this point continues to build to the woodwind 
fortissimo in measure 123 . 
Conclusions 
We can summarize some ofthe most general conclusions as follows: 
1. There are three often unrelated levels of flexibility : sectional, phrase, and bar. Sectiona1 or large-scale flex.i-
bility alters the tempo of an extended passage like the second subject. A smaller-scale tlexibility can occur on 
either the phrase or the bar level. 
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2. Despite the rhetoric, the recordings of Toscanini, Furtwängler and all of the early conductors, attest to 
Wagner' s all pervading influence on the practice of conducting; tempo fluctuation was an essential part of the 
conductor's job even for those who claimed to oppose it. 
3. While conductors from the same generation share certain traits, the earlier conductors each tend to remain 
somewhat unique, each using tempo modulation in different places, while the modern performances are more 
al ike. 
4. The post-Karajan conductors tend to use less small-scale flexibility, but often use more large-scale sectional 
change. 
5. Even the most «improvisatory» conductors tend to retain a single conception and execution of the piece. lt 
should be possible, therefore, to discover the characteristics of a conductor's style that are independent of any 
single work. 
More striking, however, is how the performance history of each piece is unique. These performance histories will 
allow us to understand how the borders of possibility change for each generation and in turn how the works 
themselves are changing. We have eliminated the sound oftempo phrasing in these works, therefore, if music is 
sound, and not text, than surely we have changed these works. 12 
Another future for this research is the connection with meaning. Since meaning and identity exist only in 
relationship to audiences, both are connected to what elements we allow the performer to change. Through the 
study ofthe changing elements ofperformance we can leam what elements ofthe sounding piece carried meaning 
and which were dispensable. If music is sound, and not text, then both the work itself and the meaning of the 
work change as we change the sound. 
(University of Southampton) 
Appendix: List of recordings used in figures 
Work Year Conductor Orchestra lssue Number13 
Mozart: Symphony No. 40 (Figure 1) 27 Strauss Sk Berlin DG 431 874-2 
38 Toscanini NBCSO RCA 09026-60285-2 
49 Furtwangler BPO Fonicetra CDE 1015 
50 Toscanini NBCSO RCA 60271-2 
50 Walter NYPO KJCC 2073 
59 Walter ColSO CBS MB2K 45676 
60 Karajan VP LO 417 695 
63 Bernstein NYPO Sony SMK 47593 
70 Karajan BPO EM! CDM 7 64327 277 
78 Karajan BPO DG 429 668-2 
81 Hogwood AAM L'Oiseau-Lyre 410 197-2 
89 Gielen SWF SO Baden Baden lntercord 860 905 
90 Goodman HB Nimbus BI 5228 
91 Giulini BPO Sony SK 47264 
92 Harnoncourt ChamberOof Europe Teldec 9031 74858 
92 Norrington LCP EM! CDC 7 543362 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 (Figures 2 & 3) 13 Nikisch BPO 78: HMV 040784/91 
26 Furtwangler BPO KOCH 3-7059-2 
28 Strauss BerlinStateOperaO Koch Legacy LC6644 
31 Stokowski PhilyO LP: RCA VicL-7001 
32 Weingartner BritSO 78: Co! (set) M-178 (68078-420) 
33 Weingartner LPO MM 30378 
33 Toscanini PhilSocNY M&A Atra684 
37 Furtwangler BPO 78: HMV DB 3328-32S 
39 Toscanini NBC . RCA 09026 • 60270 
40 Stokowski AIIAmcricanO 78:AMCol. 11543/70 
40 Mengelberg Cb PH 416-202 
52 Toscanini NBC RCA 60255-2-RG 
54 Furtwangler BPO Nuova Era 013 .6305 
54 Furtwangler BPO LP: Seraphim IC6018 
55 Furtwangler VP EM! CDH 7 69803 
55 Kleiber, Erich WDRO KICC2080 
56 Klemperer PO EMI CDM 7 63868 2 
56 Knappertsbusch BPO KICC 2026 
61 Bernstein NYPO Sony SXK 47645 
12 See Jose A. Bowen, «The History ofRemembered Innovation: Tradition and lts Role in the Relationship Betwcen Musical Works and 
Their Performances», in : The Journal of Musicology, Vol. XI, No. 2, Spring 1993. 
13 All issue numbers are for CDs unless otherwise indicated. 
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Brahms: Symphony No. 1 (Figure 4) 
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Karajan BPO DG 413595-4 GR 
Szell ClevelandSO Sony CSAR 8190 
Szell Cb PH 420 - 771-2 
Mravinsky Leningrad PO Erato 2292-45760 
Jochum Cb PH 422 474 
Klemperer VP DG 435 327 
Glenn Gould Piano Sony SMK 52636 
Stokowski LPO London 430 218-2 
Boulez New PO Col M 30085 
Reiner cso CBSMK42011 
Bernstein NYPO CBS MYK 36719 
Kleiber, Carlos VP DG 415 861-2 GH 
Karajan BPO DG 419 051 
Bernstein VP DG 431 049 
Ozawa BSO Telarc CD-80060 
Karajan BPO DG 413 933-4 GH2 
Hogwood AAM Oiseau 417615-2 OH 
Wand N orthGerrn RSO RCA 60092-2RC 
Abbado VP DG 435 093-2 
Norrington LCP EM! CDS 749852 
Harnoncourt CharnberOo!Europe Teldec2292 46452 
Fr0hbeck de Burgos LSO Quest 30022 
Sawallisch Royal Cb EM! CD 77545042 
Klemperer Berl inStateOperaO Koch 3-7053-2 Hl 
Weingartner LSO EM! CHS 764256-2 
Toscanini NBCSO RCA 60277-2-RG 
Toscanini NBCSO RCA 60325 vol 6 
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London Classical Players 
PO 
VP 
London Philharrnopnic Orchestra 
New York Philharmonie Orchestra 
Staatskapelle Berlin 
Scottish National Orchestra 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Vienna Philharmonie 
Strad STR 10007 
CBS/SONY 35DC 85 
Sony SMK 47536 
Sony SBK 46534 
EMl CDZ 7 62604 2 
London 414 458 
DG 410 081-2 
DG D 135084 
RCA60428 
PH 432 121-2 
EM! CDC 7 543592 
RCA 09026 20920 
Teldec 243 730-2 
CD GSE 78-50-51 
RCA 60312-2-RG Vol 68 
ASdisc 551 
RCA 60297-2-RG 
CBS MPK 45699 
Mobile Fid MFCD 892 
DG 419 745-2 
EM! CMS 7 63838 2 
DG 423 223-2 
SONY SMK 47635 
DG 427 220-2 
DG 423 504-2 GX4 
LO 430 442-2 
CBS MDK 44786 
RCA Red Seal RCDl-5355 
Chandos CHAN 8676/8 
Erato 2292-45261-2 
EM! CDC 7-47858 2 
London 430 507-2 LH 
RCA 09026-60438-2 
